Merrymaking celebrates a classic holiday season. You will feel warm and cozy when you imagine the beautiful quilts you will be creating with these cheerful, magical, winter prints.

Create a seasonal wallhanging featuring one of my signature illustration panels as the centerpiece, or use our quick and easy cut-and-sew Advent calendar panel to create some Christmas countdown excitement for your whole family.

GB 064 Holiday Cards 70” x 74”

GB 066 Winter Retreat. 2 versions - one uses the panel, the other does not. 72” x 72”

MAY DELIVERY

moda fabrics + supplies*
**GB 065** Mod Mistletoe 74” x 74”

**Polar Bear**

**Snowman**

**Santa**

**Reindeer**

**GB 063** Trinkets 3 38” x 42”
Merrymaking ™ by Gingiber

Panel Size: 36" x 44". Block Size: 17" x 22".

May Delivery

CAYENNE

BELLA SOLID COORDINATES

WHITE BLEACHED

EVERGREEN
**Merrymaking** by Gingiber

- **48341 11M**
- **48340 15**

Panel size: 36" x 44". Large blocks are approx. 8.5" x 10.5"
Small blocks are approx. 4.25" x 5.25"

- **48340** Asst. 15  Asst. 10  AB  F8  JR  LC  MC  PP  MAY DELIVERY

- 26 Prints
- 100% Premium Cotton

ABs include 1 panel 48341-11M plus 22 skus. FBs, LCs, MCs & PPs do not include panels. JRs, LCs, MCs & PPs include 22 skus plus two each of 48343, 48344, 48346 & 48317.
Merrymaking ♡ BY GINGIBER

CUT & SEW CHRISTMAS COUNTDOWN CALENDAR

Panel Size: 24" x 44". Countdown calendar is approx. 23.5" x 22.5"
Merrymaking by Gingiber

Card Box Sets

B1199 Min 2
Holiday Cards Boxed Set of 8

B1200 Min 2
Cozy Christmas Cards Boxed Set of 8

STICKERS

ST2052 Polar Bear Sticker
Minimum of 6

ST2053 Reindeer Sticker
Minimum of 6

ST2054 Snowman Sticker
Minimum of 6

GIFT TAGS

GT908 Snowman Tags
8 ct Min 6

GT905 Santa Tags
8 ct Min 6

GT906 Christmas Deer Tags
8 ct Min 6

NOTEPAD

NP2111 Winter Berries Notepad
Minimum of 6

GT906 Christmas Deer Tags
8 ct Min 6

NP2111 Winter Berries Notepad
Minimum of 6